Network 24x7
Innovation Secure
#OneLessWorry
While the security products are vital to secure your
network and data but these are merely tools. Most SME’s
do not have the right skill set to ensure that the product
implemented is configured and setup to the best of the
products abilities and industry practices. We at Innovation
Networks offer you a unique consultancy service offering
called Innovation Secure to ensure your Next-Gen Firewall
/ UTM devices are Manually Audited (250+ checks),
bespoke reported and remediated by highly skilled network
security experts This is a part of basic network security
hygiene exercise for any size and shape of Organization.

Remediation Consultancy
Our team will help the customer to understand the impact
of each suggested configuration change and prioritize
them as per compliance requirements.
Understand, discuss, and prioritize configuration
changes.
Develop an Implementation Schedule.
Changes are implemented on predefined schedule to
avoid any impact on your current network.
Secure your company’s data and network.
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Comprehensive Audit Scedule
A designed comprehensive auditing process to ensure
your security device maintains good security posture and
is fully compliant with industry best practices.
Device Access Policies
Password Management
Firewall Rules
Content Filters
Anti-Malware / Anti-Spam Policies
Intrusion Prevention Rules
Anti-Spoofing Protection
Web Application Firewall (WAF)
Logging and Reporting
On successful completion of the auditing process,
our SOC team prepare a detailed report to make the
customer aware of key findings, the security posture of
the device and remediation recommendations.

Ready to
Get Started?

Don’t hesitate to give us a call to start a conversation – we will not
drown you in “multiple sales calls,” and we respect that these are
neither fast nor easy decisions to make for your organization.
We strive to create real partnerships with all those we work with,
and look forward to being part of your team.

The Right Tools for the Right Solution.
Every Time.
www.innovationnetworks.com
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